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MakiBox A6 - Production Update Jan 2014

Another quick update to hopefully clear up how things are going with production and shipping. Anyone
that their orders is marked as packing or in transit, your packages are heading towards you. Our next
batch for shipment will be to go back and find any remaining early orders that may have been missed out
so far. So, if you have orders from 2012, we will be going back and making sure your orders go out in the
next week. There will be a little bit of a delay with shipping arrangements from here, since it is coming up
on Chinese New Year, and we have three days of public holidays as well as a reduced number of shipping
vessels scheduled for the first half of February. We will get those packages out and on their way as
quickly as arrangements can be made.

Read more … MakiBox A6 - Production Update Jan 2014
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5D Print D8 Video Walkthrough

Martyn, the design engineer responsible for the D8 development, talks through most of the features on
this board.

Read more … 5D Print D8 Video Walkthrough
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MakiBox A6 - Now With More D8

We recevied our first batch of 5D Print D8 boards. These are replacing the original Printrboards in the
MakiBox A6 kits. Read on for more details about this new design.

Read more … MakiBox A6 - Now With More D8
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MakiBox Update - More to come next week.

Production is still moving along. We are shipping out more units and following our production schedule
that we laid out. Shipping is still lagging a bit as we overwhelmed that part of the machine with the piles
of boxes we started producing over the Christmas holiday and since, so things have been a bit of a
scramble to keep up. We understand everyone wants a lot of information, updates, and other things, but
we would like to focus right now on getting the existing production done. Thanks for giving us the space
to work instead of having to follow up with massive questions. You can look forward to a longer, detailed
announcement on Monday. Thanks!

Read more … MakiBox Update - More to come next week.
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